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Each director and designer must begin to make a list

of the sound effects, scenic effects, music, etc. Some

special things will be needed for the performance of the sketches,

and you must begin to write this down. In our Mothod we must

aim at the boot production in the shortest time. The director

must keep this alimyo in mind. We must spend time to reach

the best results. and the Method will give you this poooibili-

ty once you have grasped it. As a director, you must have the

personal feeling that you are going towards the performance

with tremendous speed, and than you will apply tho Method with

this feeling. Directors must not assume the poyohology of

the teacher which is to be slow. The director's aim is towards

another goal.

THRESHOLD:

The threshold is much more important than it seems;

If you start with a cent which in out of tune. you will have

great difficulty. The cast muot be like a well—tuned instru-

ment. and the director must remind them of this every time

before he starts. Cnly the harmony among them will give you

the real cost which you need for your work. however, if

the director tells his cast very mechanically that they
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must remember the threshold and the pause. without really

getting tho result from iheml it will be nothing. Sometimes

you need more time to bring your cast into harmony by imagining,

by trying to awaken some ideas. etc. But you must really

make sure that you have got your cast in harmony so that you

are able to work with it. You will get better rooultu by

tuning your cast before you start - such time is never lost,

and you will got it back many times over.

The director must know whether his cast is really

creating the atmosphere or not. There are two types of di-

rectors — one type is full of ideas. given tho problem to his

coat and waits until he gets tho result. That is the right

typo. Tho othertypo gives the problem, and is satisfied with

that. then goes on to give the second, third and fourth stops.

In such a cuso the cast is somewhere behind and the director

in in front. If tho direotor given probloss without getting

results he will lose his cast - they will be behind his,

accidentally doing something. but he will not have any power

over them. In giving the problem the director must help to

get the results.

The threshold is always there, in small as well as

in big things ~ it is a very important climax in each moment

of life. The threshold must be sensed. out if this is done

subconsciously, or not consciously enough,z,it will spoil

the coming event. Therefore, we are trying to be very conscious

about things in our profession - things of which other actors
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are not conscious — and one of the most important points is

the timeshold. the person the crosses the tlwoshold conscious-

ly does two things very strongly: l. he loves something

  above himself and refuses to do things 11th can be disturbing.

2. in crossing the threshold he is taking and receiving some-

thing.

The idea of the threshold. which.wos very important

in poet centuries. was one of the most important moments if

someone wished to go forward. Anyone who goes forward cannot

escape the threshold. He can find many examples in which we

can see that if a person duos not cross the threshold, with

full consciousness. he is really falling down without conscious-

neos before the threshold. for instance, when we try to re-

hearse without m"zing this conscious stop over the threshold.

we are working half-consciously; we are half-conscious people.

That is why I no so persistent about this point.

if you Know aiwthing about the path of initiation

in the occult way, the question of the threshold is much clearer.

when a person goes through the school of occult development

and reaches the moment when he receives initiation, then he

meets the threshold very concretely. t is a very importmtt

experience to cross the threshold from this World into the

world to which he is initiated. There ore many things which

behind, and many things which he must receive.

 

' of the threshold is a most important and some-

thnes a trafic moment, an‘ it is one unich nan' centeanorar
a .
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human beings are falling before and are not able to cross.

It gives power or takes it ahay.

CONSTRUCTION 0H STRUCTURE OF TH? PLAY:

The Goggon Stoogx

We have reached the moment where the three main

climaxes are given on our scheme. Let us say that those three

climaxes have been found in the right way. It in always possi—

ble that the director will find in time that tho climaxes are

not right, and he then has the right to change them. But let

us say that we are able to find these climaxes and perform

them. Our next stop is to explore the way which lies between

the climaxes. It is not the same as exploring the play in

general. When we have climaxes we Just ask ourselves what is

the way between those climaxes. He will try to understand

the way from the Copper climaxio the Silvor climax.

If you will imagine the play and reach the moment

when the images given in the ylay booomo alive. they begin to

perform before you without your will. let us say we have reached

thin moment in our play. and the director is only observing

and enjoying the play and the character, etc. At this moment

the director will notice that the construction of the play

begins to reveal itself before his artistic eye, not before

his intellect. If we try to do this experiment and ask'the

characters what can we discover? What construction? he

need to know the construction and composition or the play —

we want to find its inward shape. The following is what i
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have soon as the construction of the play. L-‘ollow no in your

ima;inationx \

COMPOSITION — CLIMAXFIS - RWPI‘TITION OR 1‘ICHOING:

At Lh: .aoment when the _eosionate crowd is climbing

up and cries, "Look! Look!" - there is u climax, a big climax.

Then comes the falling down - the one big geoture up and down

and then Antin appears, running around the mountain and coming

nearer and nearer. He meets the Old Hhite flan, the guard. the

crowd and his brothers. Everything is concentrated on the

boy and he is trampled on and depressed. What does this mean?

It is the continuation of the falling down - it is a beautiful

repetition of everything that has hapyened before. This rope-

tition, or echoing, is the moat beautiful thing in a composition.

From tho dork. gloomy silence the crowd has climbed up and

fallen down. The theme is one of climbing up and falling

down. This is the repetition of the climbing up and falling

down at the same time.

now no come to another beautiful moment. why is it

necessary to repeat the whole theme, from climbing up, reach—

ing some climax and falling down? Because. until Antin's

°_peerance, we have had no individual on the stage. Antin

-epcets the same theme but as an individual. For tho first

time the audience is concentrated on an individual, and

therefore it is so interesting to have this artistic gesture

of up and do.m. it is the same theno, but it is a solo as it

were.

Jien we discover this composition then no can at
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once that we have understood the main theme in this symphony —

the silver moment is the sake thohe in another Roy. and the

golden moment is the same fhing. It is the ngsifnl theme -

the fool theme. Hhen it stops somewhere. it gives a special

musical composition, and this means that if the theme is

broken, the person who is receiving the theme must create it

to the and, in his own imagination or in the deeper levels of

his being, and this will be much more beautiful than if it

had been played to the end, because it coaxes some deeper

powers in the audience itself. In the Golden moment the

theme breaks, and we only go up without going down. The theme

arises in the spootator's soul, and is so clarified that We

have to say that we would not be able to act this third coming

down as beauti"ully as the audience vdll do it for themselves.

The first climbing up is a very passionate one. the second

one is full of light, and the third is solid, beautiful

and right.

We have found the main theme - tins up and dmnx

gesture which is shovm by the crowd and then by the individual.

Antin, who has the same theme. The way is from the vagueness

under the earth, to the individual 11235. Ln fiho ylay we are

trying to find such person as an individual. Antin appears

as the first individual.

\

Misc on scene:

ihis individual form must be hidden as much as
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possible. He must Show Antin only at certain moments. He

must reveal him gradually, therefcre he is first seen at the

back or the cfla¢o and he appears and disappears many times.

The crowd must hido him to a certain extent. an in the scone

with the guard and the brothers. when they push him back

again. This ischow the misc en scBne describes the samo theme.

Finally he must be thrown down. alone. At this mnmcnt Antin

in very much an individual — he has been part of the crowd and

then, for a moment, he is alone. ihls pattern again shows

the growing of the individual, by the came theme.

We started from below the earth and have come up

to this moment. and now we have to climb higher. The construction

of the play allows us to do this in the most expressive way.

Ehis means no must go down as far as yousiblc in ordortn climb

up this great way. Thane contrasts - tho more it is down, the

more it will be up - this in another rule in composition.

Therefore we must push Antin into a corner - alone, down —

and make him as far as possible a lonely. pour, low being

without wings, in order to give him wings. throo or four

minutes later. It is going down in order to climb up at the

next moment.

why cannot Antin go straight on? Because he re—

prcacnts the main idea of the glay, which is nothing other than

211;. Thu whole play is not thinking or feeling, but it is

will which is striving for a certain moment. And to express
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the will. the best way is to Show it by Jovenont round and

round — everything which is\curved or circular. it gives

 

the impression of power. .orefore Antin must go around before

There is another ihomc which disturbs Antin in

climbing up - the theme of the brothers. the guard. etc. In

connection with the composition it is another accent. and the

repetition of the same theme by Antin. It is a rcpetition

or echo. Lt is the last goint for Antin, after which he

climbs up - after the White Cld San says, "Away! Away!"

and Antin says, ”I hear! I hear!” After Antip has left the

brothers there is a repetition of the silence. tht comes out

of the ailen e is, ”Well done, old man." Ihesc are the main

lines of the composition at this time.

uhat docs it mean if we have really seen this

Composition? 1 means that the direcior has in his hands

the rules for leadi # the play forward in harnc:u, without

 

doing things which will disturb the impression of the audience.

I“ the director has discovered that this is. for instance,

the repsfiition of the firsfi theme, then he know: that Antin

must really repeat the "lock! lookl”, and that he must find

the climaxes, that he must fall don as The crowd has done.

etc. If we have the repetition of the silence, than we.

 

the brothers must act. ihut is Why ' id so wrong i0

 

~ .Lx

shout at this m menu — the brothers are the development 01

'fi/oll done, old man.“ th me, and is the brothers dovelog it
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they will never be able to shout. ihat is why the brothers

get behind tho crowd and 33%. “told thenl".

it is necessary for the whole play to reach those

subterranean regions and than, if evoryfihiru is ihcro under

in the most

 

the carih, we are able to act the climbin-

effective way. Tho director must find Antin's way in zalation

 

to fine main crowd thcna. It will give thE-»_r60tion how

L0 act.

PSYCH’IfiGICAL GEETU  

The psychological gesture must be as far from

acting as possible. It must be archetypal. it must not

be near acting. It must be in the most simple form. other-

wise it becomes too close to acting. we must decide the pur-

pose for each psychological gesture. The psychological

gestures in Vrh Mn 5 :: scene were very good, bccausc they

were pure psychological gestures. From such gestures you will

get many important things. If gestures are not urchotygal

they can become characteristics of fine character.

Uhcther we are preparing the play or one of the

sketches, or a scene. or only one word your character can be

helped by means or the psychological gesture. we must try

 

to find a “asture which will be platen c or archotypal forby

this particular aim. l‘hc director must ’ccll his cast what

his particular aim is for the gesture, than the cast must

find the corrcsuondinv cs‘chological gesture. feliciv. i-
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tried to find the natural development of the psychological

gesture. This is wrong, because each psychological gesture

Can give one or many directions. She director must define

these.

Cno must always have an action in mind when doing

a psychological gesture. The ideal is tho performance. and

not the gesture as gesture. ihe gesture is only interesting

   

  

A.for us if

The psychological gesture must come out of your imagination,

and the image and action will. in turn, grow out of this.

There is a beautiful thing in art which is difficult

to exorcise. For instance. if you know some musical rules

such as metro. the ideal mould be to keep strict time. But

in art you must commit some sin and deviate and not be slavish

to tho rule or become mechanical. Let us take the example

of a tree — the slight distortion or deviation in its form is

what we often call “charm” in a person or a picture.

’i‘).h‘.."13)iLLDx

The question might be asked, why are you doing

such complicated work with each play? Your art should be

simple for everybody. If such a question should be put De-

foro us the answer would be, the more cosplicated our work is

the more simple it will no for everybody else. on the other

hand when directors and actors are Working with a very simple

understanding of the play, and other quick approaches, it
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means that there will be such chaos that it will not be

undorutood by audiences with the most simple poyohologies.

There are two points of View - the more complicated the

paychelog} or the artist is. the more elaborate are the means

With which he tries to delve into his work, and the more

simple will be tho result. on the other hand, the more simply

the artist approaches his work. the more complicated will be

the result.

Balladinax (Director's exercisen)

For mine on scéno and movement: the scene in the

woods when Balladinu discovers Alina and finds that her jug

is full of berries. Sho laughs and says. "Go and be a lady."

Iho eecond moment is when Alina tolls Balladina that she

loves Kirkov. The third moment is when Balladina and Alina

fall apart and Balladinn takes out a knife. Esychologicnl

gestural In tho first moment Balladlna encloses herself with

her arms, and Alina oxtonde her arms in an oven gesture towards

her sister. and in the third moment Alina snayo. uncertain

as though her strength is going down, while ealladina'e move-

ment is to press down with all heribrces.

Criticisg I

In giving the mise on scene the director must tell

her actors whether it is for action, and if so she must give

them objectives or ask them to incorporate what they have

seen. laughter is not action - it is the result of the action.
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and you must give the action which will cause the laughter

or the tears, otc. aha psychological gesture must answer

the question. "What am 1 doing?“

Tho Wegtinv.

Try to compare the Joan of Arc rohearsnl with

this rehearsal of The Heating. In gggfl everything has shape

and form and awakens something. In Eho Hohtinn the gestures

are not clear, they are shapeloss. The director has given

gestures which are too vague for his cast. so that they do

not know what they are to do, and the director will not get

the results he has been waiting for. The gestures were too

vague. and there was no exploration today. It was acting and

very bad acting - as is always the case when the cast begins

to act without any grounds. The results are as primitive

as puppets. The director must compare thin with the other

approach we have seen today. in which nobody tried to act,

and the result was touching.

omen-hf“:

Some images are interesting and some are not, but

the characters are so primitive - they are born with the head.

which is so inartistic. Ihe gestures are so abused. they have

been acted many tires. :10 must forget these thin-gs and develop

our taste so that all these obvious things will be forgotten

and discarded. ihia was not artistic work, it was very shallow.

The director must require more from his cast. Cliches are

the worst thing an actor can do.
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As u director you must be able to guess the fresh

intention on the part of your actors. You can help by leading

questions. for instance, you can ask than to show their images

in this situation and in that situation. etc. But if you

accept those clichés the actor will never be able to develop

because tho form and shape is set and finished. flho cliohé

is a coffin for everything on the stage. fiecauoo this sketch

is intended to be funny, some of the actors have tried to be

funny. and they have fail2d. Jhon you soc your actors trying

to be funny you must stop them. It will be painful for the

moment but they will thank you later on. Clichéh and attempts

to be funny must bo taken forcibly away iron tho actor. They

are coffins.

The way of the psychological gesture is the right

way. It is the way to got the humor. The director must show

where the source of the humor is in tho psychological gesture.

All clown tricks are funny if they have a sound psychological

background. Ono clown can no funny and the other not, because

0L0 understands tho psychology of the tricks. The psychological

gesture is the thing which gives us the real approach to

humor as to all things. If the director fools that undorthe

guise of a clichg there may be something to develop. than he

must holp the actor to find the psychologiCal truth. out

CIIChes oust be killed in the young actor. because they develop

bad tasté and kill good instincts in the actor, and they will

have 1 poor appreciation of art in other ways. uhoi;
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feelings will be spoiled. therefore we must ba;veny firm and

do away with clichés.

ihc actor can never be on ty because everyono has

 

an imagination. Each one of us has this precious thing in our

hands, and we must use it. The imagination is the beginning

of everything. The actor must add to the psychological gesture

which the director gives him. it is necessary for the actor

to chan e an impression or make mistakes with tho psychological

gesture;


